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CIIMAR is a leading research and advanced training institution of the University of Porto,
working at the frontier of Ocean Knowledge and Innovation. CIIMAR provides innovative

solutions and products responding to current economic and societal challenges, including
new drugs and marine products for industrial and medicinal needs.

CIIMAR
Portugal

CELSA - Conductores Eléctricos Lima S.A. is one of the leading companies in the production
and distribution of electrical conductors in Peru. For more than 40 years they have been
striving to offer quality products in compliance with current regulations.

CELSA
Peru

BJC Cellox is the leading tissue manufacturer in the Thailand region, and their products are
manufactured by using the latest technology with high quality standard. With a

commitment to increase quality, the company has expanded production lines to be the
leader in tissue market by using advanced technology machines from European countries.

CELLOX
Thailand

Headquartered in Barcelos, Portugal, Casa da Malha is a modern circular knitting mill
composed of experienced textile industry leadership and a highly motivated new
generation of professionals with an authentic drive to create a culture that encompasses
the power of people to establish new ways of working. 

CASA DA MALHA
Portugal

BOLFLEX a company specializing in components for footwear was established in 1992. Over
the years, investing in a sustainable manner, and coping with the constant growth in orders,

the company acquires 32 rubber injection molding machines, thereby increasing its
production capacity.

BOLFLEX
Portugal

Adalberto was founded in 1969, in the north of Portugal, an area known for its vast textile
tradition. Originally a printing factory, the company has evolved over time, increasing the
scope and scale of its operations. From design and conception to store delivery, the
company acts as vertical hub in the manufacturing of fashion and home textiles.

ADALBERTO TEXTILE SOLUTIONS, S.A
Portugal

www.sistrade.com
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Euro Separadora intends to be the benchmark company in the environmental sector. The
company aims to stand out in the market for its position on transparency, the

environmental protection and the safety of all partners.

EURO SEPARADORA
Portugal

Curval has experience since 1944, today it is a company engaged in metalworking industry
specializing in the manufacture of industrial turbines and ventilators for the cement, glass,

petrochemical, energy and other industries.

CURVAL
Portugal

Decordecal has been on the market since 1992 and is a leader in the design and
manufacturing of decals for the ceramics and glass industry. The company is constantly
growing and already exports around 80% of its production.

DECORDECAL
Portugal

Cotesi – Companhia de Têxteis Sintéticos, S.A. was founded in 1967 and was the forerunner
in Europe in the production of twine, nets and ropes made from synthetic and natural raw
materials. With a global presence, COTESI is today the premier world player in distribution

and supply channels, with strong units in Europe and North America.

COTESI
Portugal

Crizaves - Centro de Abate de Aves, SA is a company based in Portugal that specializes in
processing and slaughtering poultry. It is a member of the Valouro Group, which comprises
39 companies, employs around 2,200 people and has a turnover that makes it one of the
largest in the Iberian Peninsula in the agro-industry sector.

CRIZAVES
Portugal

From cotton production in the early 1960s, to sisal and synthetic agricultural yarns, to
today’s agricultural netwrap and stretch film. The focus on organization, investment,
continuous modernization and infrastructures, until it expands its area of activity and
become a global reference company.

CORDEX, S.A.
Portugal

www.sistrade.com
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Monteiro Ribas - Industrias, S.A. is a company based in Porto and has been a leader in the
portuguese market since 1950. Specialized in printing flexible packaging for food and
pharmaceuticals, production of rubber for shoe soles and synthetic leather, it has
purchased our integrated business management system. 

MONTEIRO RIBAS - INDÚSTRIAS, S.A.
Portugal

Olegário Fernandes is a producer of cardboard boxes, self-adhesive label and wet-glue and
film labels. The company was established in 1922 and since then it has grown into a

company with 140 employees and 10.000 m2 premises, updated and automated
production lines and work equipment.

OLEGÁRIO FERNANDES
Portugal

Miranda – a leading supplier for the bicycle OEM market with custom solutions for all the
bicycle leading brands. The company has been developing several OEM solutions for the

motorcycle and bicycle industries since its incorporation in 1940.

MIRANDA & IRMÃO, LDA
Portugal

O mercado conheceu a Kilom pela primeira vez em 1968 e desde logo impôs-se como
referência na agro-industria nacional por ter sido pioneira no processamento de carne de
aves. No início da década de 90, a Kilom integrou-se num dos maiores grupos da industria
agro-alimentar do país e o maior no sector avícola – o grupo Valouro.

KILOM S.A.
Portugal

The IMPRESA Group is the Portuguese media group with the highest number of television
channels broadcasting abroad. Impresa is the largest Portuguese media group with
interests that extend from SIC, newspapers such as Expresso, and others.

GRUPO IMPRESA
Portugal

IBEROL was incorporated in 1967, by a group of Portuguese, Spanish and American
investors, with the main goal of extracting oil from soybeans and producing soy flour.

Today, Iberol is one of the biggest distributers of products of agricultural origin and
producer of renewable energy in Portugal.

IBEROL
Portugal

www.sistrade.com
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Fábrica de Tintas 2000, S.A. was founded in 1980 in the Zona Industrial da Maia, where the
company's head office is located and where it produces, sells and distributes a range of

products aimed at the construction, furniture and metalworking industries, and has always
shown positive results and consolidated business growth.

TINTAS 2000
Portugal

The history of Sulpastéis began in 1994 and since then the company has strived to present
a unique and innovative range of products, with inimitable homemade quality, made in a

traditional and artisanal way and with the best resources.

SULPASTÉIS
Portugal

Sidónios Malhas, S.A. is a textile company founded in the 80s and whose main activity is the
production of knitted fabrics on circular looms. The Board of Directors of Sidónios Malhas
considers Quality to be a key element of the company's culture and therefore everyone's

responsibility.

SIDÓNIOS MALHAS, SA
Portugal

SOLIDAL was founded in 1968, as the first Portuguese company to recognize the potential
of the aluminum for electric conductors. Since then, the company quickly developed into a
leader in the field of aluminum cables and conductors.

SOLIDAL
Portugal

RACLAC is a leading European company in the development, design, and marketing of
single use medical and non-medical devices. RACLAC is the owner of the first examination
glove production plant in Europe, a fully automated industrial facility that produces the
safest nitrile examination glove.

RACLAC
Portugal

www.sistrade.com

Symington Family Estates is one of the world's leading producers of premium port, the
leading vineyard owner in the Douro Valley and one of the top Portuguese wine producers.
The company is constantly innovating and responding to the new challenges posed by
climate change, as well as ensuring a positive environmental and social impact.

SYMINGTON FAMILY ESTATES
Portugal
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Vizelpas is a company producing flexible films for the production of flexible packaging. It
was founded in 1996, since then it has grown and today combines competence and know-
how with a controlled production process, from extrusion to shipment, providing efficient
solutions through innovation and high-performance products.

VIZELPAS
Portugal

VALORA, S.A. is the banknote printing company 100% owned by Banco de Portugal. It has
been operating at the Bank of Portugal's premises in Carregado since it was founded in
1999. To maximize its production capacity and increase efficiency, VALORA also produces
non-euro banknotes for export.

VALORA
Portugal

Trust in News is a Portuguese media group founded in January 2018. With a varied portfolio
of 17 paper and digital publications, its main brands include VISÃO, Caras and Exame.

With a readership of over 1.7 million, Trust in News is Portugal's largest media group in the
publishing sector.

TRUST IN NEWS
Portugal

Valver was founded in 1986 as a manufacturer of industrial adhesives for the automotive
and two-wheeler industries. With headquarters in Spain and factories in Portugal and

Colombia, Valver has invested heavily in R+D+I, resulting in the widest product portfolios in
the screen printing and industrial decoration sector today.

VALVER
Portugal

www.sistrade.com

TRIDEC's history began in the Netherlands in 1990 and expanded to Portugal in 2001. In
2008, TRIDEC was acquired by the JOST group, thus becoming part of a world-leading group
in the construction and distribution of truck components. The company mainly
manufactures two types of products: steering systems and special suspensions. 

TRIDEC
Portugal


